Site Council Minutes for Tuesday, October 13
Those in attendance:
Deon Saraceno, Lisa Albrich, David Inouye, fennifer Tavernier, Shadin Garcia,
Andrea Corbin, Emily Carroll, Kai Roberts, Courtney Dearinger, fanice Ketsche,
Emily Gerrity, Peggy Farris, fessica Schabtach and Christine Pettingill

Review of Minutes from last time- we were unable to approve minutes from last
time, as we were lacking an Administrator and so don't have a corium.
REPORTS:

Students:
Good progress on the Ultimate Frisbee- Halloween Themed SatI0/24 at 1 pm at
South
Nov 6th deadline for t-shirt designs

Art Sale the venue of the |ordan Schnitzer museum fell through- looking at the Ford
Center
Penny Wars will begin Tues L2/8 and go for about a week and a half

Parents:
This Thurs, there is a parent social at the Tap and Growler ay 7 pm
There was a Welcome to Eugene IHS Night at the start of the school year and there
was a Parent Meeting after that where there was a lot of energy... however this
The International Fair will not be happening this year because the neither the
Parent Group, nor the Staff are not able to pick them up this year

Staff:
IHS Assembly centered around Youth Activism this year- NAACP, a person dealing
with Homelessness in Eugene and Peace Jam spoke, travel opportunities, student
government, etc all participated in the assembly this year.
GAPP Program is in

full swing and going great!

Travel Scholarship is open for submission right now- Thurs tL/L2 is the deadline
for applications
Clarification for Travel Trips- trips that IHS teachers take are not School trips, and
our completely separate from

This Friday- no IHS classes, as teachers will be meeting for collaborative work on
curriculum.

Equity Decision-Making Tool for 4f:
This is a decision-making checklist and tool for groups to make decisions with
Equity in mind.
The discussion was around how useful the conversation that comes from starting to
use this tool is, that the discussions (when using the questions about equity) often
take longer and yet are GOOD conversations to have. Point made that often this kind
of decision-making starts to become natural after practice (the metaphor of a
muscle being exercised until it doesn't hurt anymore is used).
Question was asked if the staff wanted to give it a try- we decided to, informally, try
to frame curriculum conversations on Friday with at least one question in mind.

Student Government could use the tool as well, in some of their activities- Ultimate
Frisbee match,,. for instance
More discussion of how it worked/will work later!

Budget Report:
Requests that have been made for optional things this year, and allocation the team
of teacher and Leadership committee have decided on:

-$2100--$100 for each teacher for additional supplies for classes
-$1600--$400 per team/grade level
-$125 for a table for Peggy's office (Sheldon)
-$750-Power cords for campuses, $75 a piece x 10
-$4000- Hullaballoo and the Guava Orchard- book for Sophomore Lit (out of South
textbook money)
-$4600- Fences for funior Lit (out of the LA adoption money from 8 years agoJ
-FI supplies, additional textbooks, teacher supply material may come out of FI
supply money
$000- Sub money for Eurasian Conference coverage
$+OO- supplies for Eurasian Conference
$++O- Sub money for MUN
Things still considering/ no longer considering:
-Replacement chairs for some classrooms- where chairs are actually dangerous, torn
and having sharp edges- looking around the district before buying though not
seeming to find enough

-Document Cameras- we thinkwe have enough for those who want one
-Health Novel- they have decided to wait
-lB History Material- no definitive amount requested
-fessica will likely be coming to the staff with a request to find money to cover a 2
day staff training on Equity- likely to cost $6000- $6500 total in sub days

